
T E S T I N G  P R O C E D U R E  A  

PROCEDURES for testing will be given only for the 
electronic computing unit and the punch circuits 
which tie the two units together. The use of a mul- 
tiplying test deck will aid in checking and analyz- 
ing the multiplying circuits. The test deck should 

be punched (wherever possible) with rhe multi- 
plier and multiplicand factors in the same card 
columns which the customer uses. The control 
panel is set up for individual multiplication, using 
the full capacity of the machine. 

Table I shows the multiplier and multiplicand 
factors together with the individual products and 

accumulated products appearing in the product 
counter. If the multiplier, multiplicand, and pro- 

duct are punched in each card and interpreted on 
the card, all the information will be available on 
the test deck. Then as the cards are run through 

the machine, the machine may be stopped at any 
point and the product in the counter compared 
with the amount punched in the card. (The pro- 

ducts counter is read from bottom to top, since 
the first counter position is at the top.) The pro- 
gressive totals appearing in the product counter, if 
the counter is not cleared, are also shown in the 
Table I. If desired, the product summary switch 
may be wired ON, and the individual totals will ac- 
cumulate in the product counter. The machine 
may be stopped at any point and the total checked 
against the amount shown in the table below. The 

last card of the test deck may be X (or digit) 
punched to cause automatic clearing of the pro- 
duct counter after all cards have been multiplied. 
Otherwise, the product counter may be cleared 
manually by means of the product cancel push 

button. 
If the individual products are punched in the 

test deck, it is possible to test the machine with all 

covers on. By wiring the machine for double 
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the same field as it is already ~ u n c h e d ,  any errors 

will be indicated by the machine's stopping and 

showing an error light. 

Progressive punching may be checked in the 

same manner described above if the product sum- 

mary is wired ON and the R19B points are shorted. 

Progressive punching may also be obtained by 

leaving the product summary unwired and short- 

ing either R19A points or PI1 cam contact. 

If wrong results are being obtained, an effort 

should be made to determine the type of trouble 

before removing any covers. In any event, all 

voltages should be checked before any analyzing 

is done. In  this way, blown fuses, wrong volrage 

adjustments, or any trouble in the power supply 

can be detected before any time is spent attempting 

to find troubles in the electronic unit. 

T o  eliminate carry and also to provide a product 

easily calculated manually, a 11 11 1 1 x 1 11 11 1 card 

should be used to  check computing. By working 

out the problem in detail manually it  is often pos- 

sible to  derermine the type of trouble. 

When covers are removed from the electronic 

unit, it is possible to  check the values read into the 

multiplier and multiplicand counters and com- 

puted product in the product counter before 

punching. T o  avoid any possible change in the 

multiplier and multiplicand counters during com- 

puting, read-in should always be checked before 

computing. This can be easily done by setting 

the manual control dial switch OFF. If read-in is 

correct and it  is desired to start computing, i t  is 

only necessary to turn the switch to MANUAL for 

an instant and back to  OFF. 

Before looking very far for trouble in the elec- 

tronic unit, a visual check should be made for an 

open filament circuit. The individual rube in an 

open string may be found by substitution or by 

means of an ohmmeter. 

If the multiplier or multiplicand is reading in 

wrong, the factor reversal switch may be set ON, 

and the factors again read in. If the trouble shifts 

to  the other counter, i t  is obvious that the trouble 

is in the punch unit. Then by crossing control 

panel wires or using different brushes, the trouble 

can be readily localized. 

If a counter position fails to receive a reading 

and i t  is known to be in the electronic unit, first 

check the counter read-in trigger indicator lights. 

If the read-in triggers turn ON, but the counter 

fails to receive a reading, the read-in switch tube 

should be exchanged with a good one. 

If the trouble is in the counter, i t  may be local- 

ized to one position by crossing the input wires on 

the counter chassis terminals. Once it  is localized 

to a counter chassis, the tubes may be checked by 

exchanging all the tubes in one position with all 

the tubes in another position that is working 

properly. Then the trouble may be localized to 

an individual tube by exchanging tubes one at a 

rime. 

If a read-in trouble is localized to one counter 

position and the tubes are good, the trouble should 

be in the components wired to the tube sockets. 

A visual check should locate such troubles as 

broken wires, shorts between components, loose 

solder connections, "burned" resistors, etc. The 

values of resistors may be checked with an ohm- 

meter if no trouble is located visually. I t  must be 
kept in mind that  exact readings cannot be ob- 

tained in many cases because of back circuits. 

However, sufliciently accurate readings can be 

obtained to indicate whether or not a resistor is 

within operating range. In  checking capacitors, 

shorted capacitors can be detected with an ohm- 

meter. Open capacitors can be easily detected by 

substituting a good capacitor across the suspected 

one. For a quick check there is no need .to solder 

the substitute capacitor in place; it may be held 

across the suspected capacitor while the circuit 

operation is checked. If trouble is located in a 

-trigger circuit, it must be kept in mind that the 

trigger circuit must be symmetrical; therefore, 

resistors or capacitors should be replaced in cor- 
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respondingly matched pairs. A tube socket may The switch is arranged so it may be jack-plugged 

be ordered with all trigger components mounted in the chassis and placed in operation by setting 
on the ~ m k e r .  In  many cases of trouble in the the dial switch on rhe A chassis to  KEY. When the 
triQ7-r circuit, i t  may be wise to replace the tube microswitch is depressed, the manual pulse trigger 
socket with all trigger circuit components mounted goes and the indicator light on the A chassis 
on it. glows. This produces a negative B pulse (or a 

If after a reasonable length of time, the trouble 
positive A pulse) throughout the machine, pro- 

cannot be found in a counter, i t  may be necessary 
vided the srart trigger is ON. When the switch 

t o  replace the counter chassis and return the old 
button is released, the manual pulse trigger again 

chassis t o  Endicott or  repair the old chassis in the 

local office. goes OFF, and a positive B pulse (or negative A 

Read-in trouble affecring both multiplier and pulse) produced. the depressed pmition 

multiplicand counters can be in either the punch of the microswitch corresponds to  index line ~u l se s  

or the electronic unit. By observing the indicator 

light for the read-in pulse trigger, i t  can be deter- 

mined whaher  this trigger is operating. If the 

trigger is operating properly and no pulses are get- 

ting to  the counters, the power tube may be at  

fault. If the trigger fails, either the cam contacts 

in the punch unit are at fault, or the trigger tube 

@ or circuit is a t  fault. 

If read-in is found ro be correct, but  the wrong 

product is obtained, the computation should be 

repeated at  5 cycle per second frequency. Visual 

observation of the indicator lights will show up 

any obvious troubles, such as failure of the primary 

or secondary timers, failure of any or all positions 

of rhe multiplier counter t o  advance, failure of 

any positions of the multiplicand counter to roll, 

failure of multiplicand read-out triggers, failure 

I to  column shift, etc. Once the trouble is localized 
to  a certain function, visual observation of the 

indicator lights will show whether or not certain 

timing triggers are functioning, such as B3, A3 5 ,  

B16, B17, etc. Once a trouble is localized to  a 

certain area, defective rubes may be easily found 

by exchanging suspected tubes with good tubes. 

Any  trouble behind the chassis can be found by 

methods already discussed. 

In some cases it  may be desirable to  resort to  

handpulsing so the computarion may be stopped 

I at  any point desired. A microswitch mounted in 
a convenient holder is provided for manual pulsing. 

(0, I ,  2, 3, etc. on electronic cycle), while the 

normal posirion of the microswitch corresponds t o  

mid-index line points (0.5, 1.5, etc.). 

Often it  may be helpful in analyzing a trouble, 

to stop computing after 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ,  or 6 column 
shifts either at 5-cycle speed or 3 5kc speed. Com- 

putation may be easily stopped afrer any column 

shift by removing the wire to  post A45 (compute 

stop wire) from post C23. Then by means of a 

clip lead, attach the compute stop wire to post C38 

to stop after the 1st column shift; to post C37 to 

stop afrer the 2nd column shift; to post C31 to 

stop after the 3rd column shift; to post C30 to 

stop after the 4th column shift; to  post C24 to  

stop after the 5th column shift. N o  half-entry 

position should be wired when this is done. 

Once compuring stops after a given number of 

column shifts, trigger A32 is ON; therefore, a 

problem cannot be continued by merely turning 

the manual control dial switch to MANUAL. I n  

order to carry a problem through one column shift 

at the ,time, proceed as follows: 
1. Set manual control dial switch OFF. 

2. Clip compute stop lead to  post C38. 

3. Read multiplier and multiplicand factors in 

by feeding card through entry brushes. 

4. T u r n  manual switch ro  MANUAL for a mo- 

ment and back to OFF; this will cause compu- 

tation to go through 1st column shift leaving 

A32 triggers ON. 
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Figure 130. Connections for Manual Checking of Multivibrator Frequency 

Carry 

5. Turn trigger A32 OFF manually by touching 

the grid pin on the OFF side of A32 (pin 4) 

with a test lead clipped to 4-65 volts. (A 
test lead is provided with the machine for 
this purpose. A 0.2 megohm resistor is wired 
in the prod to limit grid current and to pre- 

vent a short in case the test lead is connected 
across "hot" terminals.) 

6. Move compute stop lead to post C37. 

7. Turn manual switch to MANUAL for a mo- 
ment and back to OFF; this will cause com- 

putation through the 2nd column shift. 
8. Repeat above process on through 6th column 

shift. 

Of course it is not necessary to go through all 
these steps if a new card is fed through the punch 

after each computation. For example, clip the 
compute stop wire to post C3 8 and set dial switch 
to NORMAL. Then when a card is fed, the machine 

will compute the problem through the 1st column 
shift. Now move the compute stop wire to post 

C37 and feed a new card. This time the problem 
will be computed through the 2nd column shift. 

Compute 
stop 

Trigger 

This may be repeated through the six column 
shifts. 

If it is found that the computation is correct at 
5-cycle speed, but fails at high speed, it may 
be that capacitance effect, weak triggers, etc., 
are at fault. In this case it may be necessary 
to resort to an oscilloscope. The use of an oscillo- 
scope will be discussed in a later section. One of 
the first things that should be checked, when fail- 

ure occurs at high speed only, is the frequency of 
the multivibrator. In case trouble develops in the 
multivibrator, resulting in a considerable increase 
in speed, trouble may be caused by exceeding the 
frequency rating of the triggers. Also, it is con- 
ceivable that the frequency may drop to such an 
extent that the computation is not finished before 
cancelling Of course, this will show up only on 
automatic operation. In any event, the frequency 
of the multivibrator can easily be checked without 

instruments provided the machine is going through 
a problem ~ r o p e r l ~  as far as compute start, column 
shift, and compute stop are concerned. This is 
done by performing a problem 1000 times and 
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timing the operation. Then, knowing the total 
number of cycles taken, it is only a matter of 

dividing the time into the total number of cycles 

taken during that time to obtain the frequency. 

The connections necessary to  perform this test are 

indicated in Figure 130. To make the necessary 
connections, proceed as follows: 

I. The compute stop wire is removed from post 

A45. 

2. The input and output jumpers are removed 

from the first 3 positions of the multiplier 

(or multiplicand) counter. 

3. Then clip a test lead from the output of 

counter position 1 (-50 volt output) to the 

input of counter position 2, and from the 
output of position 2 to the input of position . 
3. This will provide three counter positions 

in tandem, and starting from 0, 1000 pulses 

applied to the input of the 1st counter posi- 

tion will result in a carry pulse from the 3rd 
position. 

4. The output of the 3rd counter position is 

clipped by a test lead to the input capacitor 

at the ON side of compute stop trigger A31. 

A convenient place to clip this lead is at the 

midpoint of the two .O15 megohm resistors 

shown under A31 on the circuit diagram. 

When the 3rd position carries, computation 

will stop. 

5 .  The input of the first counter position is 

wired to the anode of tube MI (pin 5) by 
means of a test lead. MI is the follower for 
the OFF side of trigger M2, which is the last 

stage of the tertiary timer. Each time M2 

goes OFF, a negative pulse is produced at the 

anode of MI, to cause I to add in counter 

position 1. 

With the above connections, the counters con- 

nected in tandem will count the computations. 

Only six column shifts are required to complete a 
problem; however, the tertiary timer returns to O 

at the 8th pulse and it is necessary to go through 

8 column shifts for each computation. This is of 

no consequence, because nothing happens during 

the 7th and 8th column shifts except for advanc- 
ing the timers. This does mean, however, that for 

each computation 1280 pulses ( 16 x 10 x 8) are 

required instead of 960 pulses. (The fact that the 

first computation starts with the tertiary timer at 

1 does not change the total number of cycles taken 

su&ciently to take it into consideration.) Then, 

knowing that each computation requires 1280 

pulses, it is obvious that 1000 computations repre- 

sent 1,280,000 pulses. 

With the above setup, the manual control dial 

switch is set to OFF and the frequency control dial 

switch is set to 3 5 KC. Then a card is fed through 

the punch. The manual switch is set to MANUAL 

and the time is observed. By watching the ter- 

tiary timer indicator lights (or the compute stop 

trigger indicator light), it can be easily determined 

when computation stops, and the time is again 

noted. By dividing the elapsed time in seconds 

into 1,280,000, the frequency is obtained. For 

example, if 40 seconds are required to complete a 

computation 1 O 00 times, then the multivibrator 

frequency is 1,280,000/40 or 32,000 cycles per 

second. This frequency is not critical. A toler- 

ance of + 10% from the rated frequency is 

permissible. 

The above method provides a medium for a test 

of the electronic unit. Of course, only three posi- 

tions of the multiplier (or multiplicand) counter 

can be used for computing. After the problem 

has been computed IOOO times, the result in the 

product counter should be the same as for one 

computation with the decimal stepped over three 

places to the right, that is, with three zeros to the 

right. 

Use of Neon Indicator Bulb, Voltmeter, and 
Oscilloscope 

A neon indicator bulb which requires at least 90 

volts to glow is a very useful tool in analyzing 

certain troubles. With this indicator the status 

of any trigger or tube can be determined by plac- 
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ing the leads of the indicator bulb between the 

ground and the anode of the tube in question. If 

a tube is conducting the bulb will not glow, since 

the potential at the anode is considerably below 

$90 volts. On the other hand, the indicator bulb 

will $ow if a tube is cut off, since the potential 

at the anode will be essentially $150 volts. In 

using a neon indicator, it must be borne in mind 

that a pulse passing through a small capacitor 

(50 - 250 mmfd) will not indicate, because the 

duration of the pulse is not sufficiently long to be 

visible. 

I t  is not necessary to have a neon indicator bulb 

in the tool kit; one of the unused indicator bulbs 

on the electronic unit may be used. For example, 

bulb 5 in the indicator block in the A13 position 

is not used; consequently this bulb can be used as 

an indicator. By plugging the cable extension 

plug in socket A13, the indicator block can be 

carried to the rear of the chassis for observation. 

(An extension cable for the indicator blocks is 

furnished with each machine.) Since one side of 

all the bulbs in the indicator block is already 

grounded, it is necessary only to clip one test lead 

to pin 5 of the sock& in A 13. To prevent damage 

to the bulb, at least 0.2 megohm should be wired 

in series with the test lead. If the test lead with a 

0.2 megohm resistor internally wired is clipped to 

pin 5 of socket Al3 ,  then the prod can be used 

as a pointer and by observing bulb 5 in the indi- 

cator block, the status of various tubes can be 

determined. 

A volt-ohmmeter is an indispensable tool in 

servicing the electronic unit. For most uses a 

meter with as low a sensitivity as 1000 ohms per 

volt can be used. However, in order to check 

potentials in very high resistance circuits, such as 

grid circuits, it is necessary to have a high sensi- 

tivity of around 20,000 ohms per volt. Since it is 

not often necessary to determine grid 

it is not necessary to have a meter with a sensitivity 

as high as 20,000 ohms per volt for ordinary trou- 
ble shooting 

The anode potential of the 25L6's varies from 

about $150 volts, when non-conducting to about 

$20 to $30 volts when conducting The anode 

potential at either anode of a trigger changes from 

approximately $40 volts to approximately $140 

volts as the trigger goes ON and OFF. The poten- 

tial at the anode of 6SK7's and triode sections of 

12SN7's varies between approximately $50 volts 

and $1 50 volts as the tube goes from conducting 
- .  

state to non-conducting. 

As in rhe case of the neon indicator, a meter 

cannot follow a pulse through a capacitor. The 

fastest speed that a meter can be expected to fol- 

low is about 2-3 pulses per second. When com- 

puting at 5-cycle speed, it is possible to check most 

operations by means of a voltmeter, since most 

operations occur at speeds less than 3 per second. 

Remember, though, that a meter cannot detect 
pulses through a capacitor. Only an oscilloscope 

will show pulses through a capacitor. Another very 

important fact to remember is that a low sensitiv- 

ity meter will draw sufficient current to cause a 

trigger to operate when the m e e r  lead is touched 

to the anode of the non-conducting tube of a trig- 

ger. Therefore, care must be exercised when 

checking the status of triggers with a meter; a false 

impression may be obtained if the voltmeter causes 

a trigger to trip. 

Since grid current prevents grid potential from 

rising above cathode potential, the actual potential 

that a voltage divider produces cannot be checked 

with a tube in place. I t  is convenient to have a 

dummy tube with all base pins clipped except the 

heater pins for such purposes as checking positive 

potentials at grids, or to stop certain operations. 

The heater pins must be left in place because the 

tube filaments are wired in strings, and tubes other 

than the desired one may be rendered ineffective. 

As already mentioned in connection with trouble 

analysis, an ohmmeter is quite useful in checking 

for shorted capacitors and resistors, or for shorted 

tube elements. Resistance values can also be de- 
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termined, as well as open resistors or open circuits 

of any type. 

The discussion of the use of an oscilloscope is 

limited to the use for the particular job of locating 

trouble on the computing unit under actual oper- 

ating conditions. If it is desired to accurately re- 

produce square waves, an oscilloscope (usually ab- 

breviated scope) must have an amplifier with an 

extremely flat characteristic up to several mega- 

cycles. Other than exact reproduction of wave- 

form, however, any reasonably good scope can be 

used to view operations at high speed. 

In order to a,ttach significance to the scope pat- 

tern, it is necessary to calibrate the screen both 

horizontally and vertically. The signal input is 
applied to the vertical deflection plates through the 

vertical amplifier. Since a vertical deflection repre- 

sents voltage, it is possible to apply a known volt- 

age and calibrate the screen. The Y-gain switch 

(vertical amplifier) can be adjusted to produce a 

desired deflection on A or B pulses (post A54 or 

A53) and then left at this setting. The A and B 
pulses are known to be approxima~tely 120 volts; 

therefore, the two extremes of the pulses can be 

marked on the screen, and a center line can be in- 

dicated as the reference. (Care must be exercised 

to remain on the flat surface of ,the screen as much 

as possible.) With these marks as pides, the volt- 

age of any applied pulses can be determined fairly 

accurately. 

In order to show phase relationships, it is neces- 

sary to use external synchronization. The best 
point to connect for external synchronization is at 

the indicator light for the last stage of the primary 

timer (A29). This connection is desirable because 
the I megohm resistor between the indicator light 

and the trigger isolates the scope and prevents any 

possible interference with the operation of the pri- 

mary timer. 

Since one problem requires such a short time, it 

) is necessary to keep the unit in a computing state 

to view the patterns on a scope screen. The easiest 

method of doing this is to disconnect the wire on 

post M46, which is the input to the tertiary timer. 

Thus, the column shift cannot advance and once 

computation starts, the problem is repeated over 

and over in the first column shift. If it is desired 

to view operations in any other column shift, the 

column shift may be advanced by turning M5 OFF 

and ON manually by using the test lead with a 0.2 

megohm resistor internally wired. 

The horizontal deflection represents time, and 

by proper setting of the frequency range switches 

and by proper synchronizing, a steady partern of 

one cycle or hundreds of cycles can be shown on 

the screen. Since the basic adding cycle consists of 

16 cycles of the multivibrator, it is desirable to cali- 

brate the screen into 16 pulses to represent the 16 

points of the adding cycle. 

In order to set up a cycle that has significance, 

it is necessary to reproduce on the scope screen pat- 

terns that exist at known times in the electronic 

cycle. For instance, the last stage of the primary 

timer goes ON at 8 and OFF at 0; therefore the 

pattern produced by applying the potential at the 

anode of either tube of trigger A29 to the scope 

can be used to establish O and 8 points of the cycle. 

Similarly, the output from other triggers or tubes 

can be used to establish all the points of the cycle. 

These points are calibrated on the scope screen and 

can then be used for timing reference. 

I t  may be found easier to establish a fixed pat- 

tern of one cycle on the screen by first setting up a 

fixed pattern of 32 pulses (two primary cycles). 

Then by means of the horizontal location switch 

and the horizontal gain switch, the pattern can be 

spread out and located exactly where desired. Once 

a fixed pattern for one cycle is established, by ap- 

plying the potential at various points the pattern 

for the multiplier advancing pulse, multiplicand 

rolling pulses, carry pulse, etc. may be viewed on 

the scope screen. 

The table below shows where to touch the scope 

input prod to obtain the pattern indicated: 
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A pulses -Post A54 
B pulses -Post A53 
Input to primary timer -Midpoint of A25 load resistor 
First stage of primary timer -Pin 2 or 5 of A26 
Second stage of primary timer -Pin 2 or 5 of A27 
Third stage of primary timer -Pin 2 or 5 of A28 
Last stage of primary timer -Pin 2 or 5 of A29 
Multiplier advancing trigger -Pin 5 of A35 
Multiplier advancing pulse (+12) -Post A33 
Pulses to B3 trigger (-10, -14) -Post A49 
*Half-entry pulses -Post A34 
B3 trigger -Pin 2 or 5 of B3 
B16 trigger (0.5-10.5) -Pin 5 of B16 
10A pulses to roll multiplicand -Post B22 
10B pulses to column shift switches -Post B58 
+10 pulse to turn OFF multiplicand output triggers 

-Post B45 
-14 pulse to turn OFF carry triggers -Post B50 
Carry control pulse -Post B51 

Input to multiplier counter -Post E l ,  E6, F1, F6, GI, G6 
Input to multiplicand counter -Post 11, 16, 51, 56, K1, K6 
Output from multiplicand counter -Post 121, 126, 521, 

526, K21, K26 
Input pulses to column shift switches -Post 061  (during 

c51) 
060 (during CS2) 
059  (during CS3) 
058 (during CS4) 
057 (during CS5) 
056 (during CS6) 

Output from column shift switches -Anode load resistors 
(before clipping) in N and 0 chassis 

,for switch tubes in 
0 chassis. 

Input to product counter from column shift switches and 
carry -Post PI ,  P6, R1, R6. S1, S6, TI ,  T6, etc. 

* To view half-entry pulses a dummy tube must be inserted 
in place of A14 to prevent blocking the A22 trigger. 



PURPOSE OF TUBES I N  THE COMPUTING SECTION 

Al. Not used. 

A2. Not used. 

A3. Neon indicating bulb for manual pulser. 

A4. Dial switch. 

AT. Jack-plug for manual pulsing contact. 

A6. Test Socket position for MP counter input 

triggers in C chassis. 

A7 (VR-I TO). Voltage regulator tube for multi- 

vibrator to mainrain +I50 volts at anodes of 

MV to insure frequency stability. 

A8 (12SN7). Manual pulse trigger to provide 

true square wave output from manually con- 

trolled pulser. 

A9 (12SN7). 5 cycle multivibrator used for vis- 
ual observation of computarion when dial 

switch is set to 5 cycles. 

A1 0 (1 2SN7). 3 5,000 cycle multivibrator used 
as master timer for all computations; gener- 

ates essentially square waves of 3 5,000 cycles 
per second frequency. 

A1 I (12SN7). Clipper for multivibraxor output; 

provides square wave output at anode of sec- 
ond stage. 

AI2. Not used. 

A1 3. Test socket position for control triggers in 
A chassis. 

A141 (12SN7). Blocking tube for A22 trigger to 
prevenx A22 from turning ON as long as A201 
is non-conductive, and thus allows A22 to 
turn ON only in 6th column shift cycle. 

A1 42 (1 2SN7). Follower tube which conducts 

when A15 trigger is ON; ~rovided t o  block 
the A22 trigger from turning ON again at 0 
of 2nd through 10th primary cycles during 

6th column shift cycle. 
A1 T (1 2SN7). Trigger controlling single entry 

of half-correction pulses through A142 fol- 

lower tube; allows five half-entry ~ulses to 
enter product counter only once. Turned ON 

at 5 during the 1st primary cycle of the 6th 

column shift cycle from a negative pulse from 

A22 trigger; turned OFF by cancelling. 

A1 6 (25L6). Power tube conrrolled by clipper 

output; produces square wave A pulses for 

operation of computing section. 

A1 71 (1 2SN7). Follower for right-hand tube of 

5 cycle MV; provides 5 cycle pulses to clip- 

pers and is necessary because direct coupling 

is required for such slow operation. 

A172 (12SN7). Inverter from second stage of 

clipper to provide pulses of proper phase ro 

A16 power tube. 

A1 8 (2TL6). Power tube controlled by clipper 

output; produces square wave B pulses for 

operation of computing section. B pulses are 

180" out of phase with A pulses. 
A19. Not used. 

A201 (1 2SN7). Normally non-conducting triode 
which controls A141 blocking tube; prevents 
A22 trigger turning ON until 6th column 
shift cycle when A201 is conductive. 

A202 (1 2SN7). Follower tube for A261, rhe OFF 

tube of the first stage of the primary timer. 
Used to avoid loading of trigger; conducts 
when A26 trigger is OFF. 

A21 (6SK7). Switch tube providing negative 
pulses ar T, 7, 13, and 15; turns trigger A22 
OFF at T after A22 has been turned ON. Neg- 
ative pulses at 7, 13, and IT are not used. 

A22 (1 2SN7). Trigger controlling five pulses for 
half-correction; ON from O through T of 1st 
primary cycle during 6th column shift and 
conditions A23 switch ro accept 5 B ~ulses 

for half -correction. 
A23 (6SK7). Switch controlling ~ulses for half- 

entry; suppressor receives continuous stream 
of B pulses but grid conditions switch only 

when A22 trigger is ON. 
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A24 (2jL6). Power tube controlled by A23 A342 (12SN7). Follower tube for ON side of A29 
switch; provides 5 positive pulses to half-entry trigger. 
switches in N chassis. A3 j (12SN7). Control trigger for A36 power 

AZj (6SK7). Start switch providing pulses to pri- tube; ON at 8 and OFF at 12. Conduction 
mary timer under control of trigger A31; A through A36 stops at 12 when A35 goes OFF. 

pulses are to A3 6 (2jL6). Normally conducting power tube 
pulses for primary timer. 

which stops conducting at 12 when A3 5 goes 
A26 (12SN7). First stage trigger of primary 

OFF to a positive pulse to advance the timer which turns ON every odd-numbered 

pulse from A25 switch and turns OFF at multiplier counter I for each primary cycle. 

every even-numbered pulse, thus going ON 

eight times in each primary cycle. 

A27 (12SN7). Second stage of primary timer 

which triggers when A26 goes OFF, therefore 

going ON every 4 pulses from A25 switch be- 

ginning at 2 and going OFF every 4 pulses 

beginning at 4. 

A28 (12SN7). Third stage of primary timer 

which triggers when A27 goes OFF, therefore 

going ON every 8 pulses from A25 switch be- 

ginning at 4 and going OFF every 8 pulses 
beginning at 8. 

A29 (12SN7). Fourth stage of primary timer 

which triggers when A28 goes OFF, therefore 

being ON from 8 to O of each primary cycle. 

A3 0 Test socket position for primary timer. 

A3 1 (1 2SN7). Trigger controlling starting and 

stopping of computations by conditioning A- 
25 start switch to accept A pulses; turned ON 

when A32 trigger goes ON and turned OFF 

at end of computation by negative pulse from 

column shift control. 

A32 (12SN7). Compute start trigger under con- 

trol of P24 cam contact in punch unit; turned 

ON by P24 and cancelled OFF. This trigger 

is necessary to permit the computation to ter- 

minate before P24 (or the manual control 

switch) opens. 

A33 (6SK7). Switch providing negative pulses at 

10 and 14 under control of primary timer to 

,turn B3 trigger ON a12d OFF. 

A34, (12SN7). Follower tube for OFF side of 
A29 trigger in primary timer; used to relieve 

load on trigger. 

Bl. Not used. 

B2 (2 j L6). Stops conducting at 10 under control 

of B91 to provide a positive pulse to the L 
chassis for stopping the output of pulses from 

the multiplicand when transferring the multi- 

plicand to the product counter. 

B3 ( I  2Sh77). Control trigger ON from 10 through 

14; controls other tubes through the follower 

tubes B91 and B92. 

B-f (6SK7). Switch tube for turning trigger B16 

ON at 0.5. Grid of B4 is conditioned by A342 

from 0 through 8 and suppressor receives B 
pulses; only the 0.5 pulse is used to turn B16 

ON. 

BT (6SK7). Switch providing 10 pulses from O . j  

through 10. j under control of Bl 11 and Bl In. 

A pulses are fed to the suppressor of B5 ; 10 

are passed and fed to power tube B6 as B 
pulses. 

B6 (2JL6). Power tube ~ r o v i d i n ~  ten A pulses for 

rolling multiplicand counter when trans- 
ferring from MC to product counter. Ten 

B pulses applied to the grid of B6 appear as 

ten A pulses at the anode of B6. 

B7 Test socket position for control triggers on B 

chassis. 
B8 ( 2 j  L6). Conducts at 14 under control of B91 

to provide a negative pulse at 14 to turn OFF 

any carry triggers in W and X chassis which 

may be ON at end of adding cycle. 

B91 (12SN7). Follower for ON side of trigger B3. 

Anode potential is low when B3 is ON from 

10 through 14; controls B8 and B2 power 

tubes. 
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S Y :  ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Follower for trigger B3 OFF side. 

Anode potential is high from 10 through 14  

to  condition B15 switch and BIO switch; also 

provides a negative pulse at 14  to advance the 

secondary timer. 

BIO ( 6 S K 7 ) .  Switch controlling B16 trigger; turns 

B16 OFF at 10.5. Grid of B10 is conditioned 

to 'conduct from 10 through 14 by B92 and 

suppressor receives B pulses, thus providing 4 

negative pulses at 10.5, 11.5, 12.5, and 13.5 

to  turn B16 OFF. Only the 10.5 pulse is used. 

B l  l l  ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Works in conjunction with B l l ?  

to  condition the grid of BY switch; allows B j  

to accept A pulses only in the primary cycles 

following a carry-over in the multiplier 

counter. B l  l l  is cut off and its anode is at 

high potential when trigger B17 is ON. 

B11: ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Works in conjunction with B111 

to condition the grid of B5 switch; allows ten 

A pulses to  be ~assed  by BY provided B5 is 

not blocked by B1 l l .  B1 I 2  is cut off and its 

anode is at high potential when trigger B16 

is ON. 

B12 ( 2 5 L 6 ) .  Power tube providing ten B pulses 

to the column shift control tubes. The A 
pulses from B6 are inverted to B pulses for the 

column shift control tubes. 
B13. Not used. 

B14 ( 2 5 L 6 ) .  Cuts off from 10.5 through 14  under 

control of BIT switch to provide positive pulse 

for carry control; carry switches are condi- 

tioned to conduct by B14. 

Bl 5 ( 6 S K 7 ) .  Switch provided to control the carry 
control power tube B14; controlled by B92 

and B16. B9:! permits conduction from 10 
through 14  by suppressor control, and B16 

permits conduction from 1O.j through 0.5 by 

grid control, thus B15 can conduct only from 

10. 5 through 14. The B16 control provides 

a half-cycle delay to insure that carry can- 

not occur until adding is complete. 
B1 G ( 1  2 S N 7 ) .  Trigger providing 10 pulse control; 

ON from 0.5 through 10.5 of every adding 
cycle under control of B4 and B10 switches. 

B17 ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Multiplicand read-out control trig- 

ger provided to control the cycle during 
which the multiplicand starts receiving rol- 

ling pulses. B17 is turned ON by carry pulses 

from the multiplier counter a t  12 and turned 

OFF by the secondary timer at the end of a 

column shift cycle. 

B18. Test socket for secondary timer. 

B19. Not  used. 

B20 ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  First stage trigger of secondary 

timer which triggers at 14  of each primary 

cycle, going ON and OFF alternately. 

B21 ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Second stage .trigger of secondary 

timer which triggers when B20 goes OFF, 

therefore going ON at the second and sixth 
primary cycles. B27 blocks B21 on the tenth 

cycle. 

B22 (12SAT7) .  Third stage of secondary timer; 
triggers when B21 goes OFF, therefore going 

ON at the fourth primary cycle and remaining 

ON through the eighth. 
B23 ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Fourth stage of secondary timer; 

ON during the 8th and 9th primary cycles 

under control of B20 and B22. When B23 

goes OFF, a negative pulse is provided to turn 
B17 trigger OFF and .to advance the tertiary 

timer. 

B24 ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Follower for ON side of B23 trig- 

ger in the secondary timer. Provides advanc- 

ing pulses for the tertiary timer (column shift 

control) at the end of the 10th primary cycle. 

B25. This position is used for the voltage adjust- 

ing potentiometer in the + 65 volt power sup- 

ply. 
8 2 6  ( 6 S 1 7 ) .  Voltage control pentode for voltage 

regulating circuit providing + 65 volt supply. 

B27 ( 1 2 S N 7 ) .  Blocking tube to  prevent B21 trig- 
ger from turning ON for the 10th primary 

cycle; used to  make a scale of ten counter 
from a straight binary counter. 

828  ( 2 5 L 6 ) .  Normally non-conducting power 
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tube which conducts when B29 trigger goes 

OFF; provides negative pulses at mid-index 

lines in synchronism with card movement 

through punch to turn OFF any carry and 

punch control triggers in W and X chassis 

which happen to be ON, thus preventing 

under-punching of card. 
829 (IZSN7). Trigger providing 10 index lines 

pulses for read-out control; turns ON at punch 
index lines 9 through O when P7 and P8 make 
and turns OFF at mid-index points beginning 
at 9.5 when P5 and P6 make. Provides nega- 
tive pulses at index lines to B30 power tube 
and positive pulses at mid-index lines to B28 

power tube. 
B3 0 (2 5 L6). Normally conducting power tube 

providing 10 positive pulses at index lines in 
synchronism with card movement through 
punch for rolling the product counter when 
reading out. Negative pulses produced when 
B29 goes ON control B30. 

BTI thrrough B34 (2fiL6). Power tubes for voltage 
regulating circuit used to ~rovide $65 volts. 
Four tubes are used to furnish the necessary 
current demand. 

B3 5 (1 2SN7). Trigger providing 9 pulses at punch 
mid-index time for read-in control from card; 
turns ON when P5 and P6 make at mid-index 
lines 9.5 through 1.5, and turns OFF when 
P7 and P8 make at 8 through 0. Negative 

pulses cut off B36 power tube each time B3 5 

trigger goes ON. 

8 3  6 (25L6). Normally conducting power rube 
providing 9 positive pulses at mid-index times 
in synchronism with card movement through 
punch for read-in control. Positive pulses 
are applied to the suppressors of the multi- 
plier and multiplicand read-in switches. 

C l  (12SN7). Multiplier read-in trigger for units 
position of multiplier counter; turned ON 

when brush wired to this position makes con- 
tact through the hole in the card and turned 
OFF by cancelling. 

C2 (6SK7). Multiplier read-in switch provided to 

control the number of pulses entering the 

units position of the multiplier counter; its 

grid is conditioned by C I  being ON and sup- 

pressor receives read-in pulses from B36. 

C3 (6SK7). Multiplying control switch control- 

ling entry of pulses for rolling the units posi- 

tion of the multiplier counter; its grid is con- 

ditioned by the column shift controls to 

conduct only during the 6th column shift 

cycle and its suppressor receives a positive 

pulse at 12 of each primary cycle from A36 

to advance the multiplier counter by I. 

C4, C7, CI 0, C13, and C16 (1 ZSN7). Same as C I  

for 2nd through 6.th multiplier counter posi- 

tions. 

C5, C8, C l  I ,  C14, and C17 (6SK7). Same as C2 

for 2nd through 6th counter positions. 

C6, C9, C12, C15, and Cl8  (6SK7). Same as C3 

for 2nd through 6th counter positions. 

D l  (1 2SN7). Multiplicand read-in trigger for 

units position of multiplicand counter; turned 

ON when brush wired to this position makes 

contact through a hole in the card and turned 

OFF by cancelling. 

02 .  Test socket for multiplicand input triggers. 

0 3  (6SK7). Multiplicand read-in switch provided 

to control the number of pulses entering the 

units position of the mulriplicand counter. 

0 4 ,  0 7 ,  DIO, 013 ,  and D l 6  (12SN7). Same as 

D l  for 2nd through 6rh positions of multi- 

plicand. 

D51 (12SN7). Read-in inverter to feed ten B 

pulses to first position of the multiplicand 

counter for rolling the counter when trans- 
ferring the multiplicand to the product 
counter. Ten A pulses from B6 are inverted 
to B pulses for rolling the counter. 

D52, D l l ,  and D l 4  (12SN7). Same as D51 for 
2nd through 6th position of multiplicand 
counter. 
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0 6 ,  D9, 012,  D l  5, ajrd D l  8 (6SK7). Same as D3 

for 2nd through 6th positions of multiplicand 
counter. 

0 8  and 017. Not used. 

E, F, G, chassis are the multiplier counter chassis. 
The purpose of any tube in any counter posi- 
tion is the same as the corresponding tube in 
the secondary timer, which is a decimal 
counter. 

H I  1 (1 2SN7). Multiplier output inverter provid- 
ed t o  signal carry-o'ver from units multiplier 
counter position; negative pulse at anode of 
HI1 turns B17 trigger ON when units position 
of multiplier counter carries. 

HZ, H3 and H5 (12SN7). Same as HI1 for 2nd 
through 6th positions of multiplier counter. 

H2, H4, and H6. Not used. 

1, It K chassis are the multiplicand counter chassis. 
L1. Not used; spare 12SN7 tube is mounted in 

this position. 
L2 (12SN7). Output trigger for the units posi- 

tion of the multiplicand counter; turned ON 

when units position of multiplicand counter 
carries and turned OFF at 10 under control of 
L42 by pulse from B2. L2 controls the num- 
ber of pulses passed to the product counter 
under control of the units position of the 
multiplicaqd counter. 

L3. Not used; spare 12SN7 tube is mounted in 
this position. 

L41 (12SN7). Follower for the OFF side of trigger 
L2, provided to condition all column shift 
switches connected to the units position of the 
multiplicand. When L2 is ON, L41 is non- 
conducting, and its high anode potential con- 
ditions the corresponding column shift 
switches. 

L42 (12SN7). Blocking tube controlling the OFF 

side of L2 trigger. A positive pulse at 10 
from B2 causes momentary conduction 
through L42 and the drop in the anode poten- 
tial of L42 triggers L2 OFF, thus stopping fur- 
ther pulses from passing to the product 

counter through the column shift switches. 

Also, L42 blocks L2 from turning ON when 

transferring 0's. When transferring O's, carry 

comes at 10 to turn L22 ON but L42 is con- 

ducting at 10 time and blocks L2 from turn- 

ing ON. 

L5. Test socket for multiplicand output triggers. 

L6,L8, LlO, L l l ,  Ll3, L15, L16,L18, L20,L21, 

L23, L25, L26, L28, and L30. Not used; 

spare 12SN7 rubes mounted in these positions. 

L7, L12, L17, L22, and L27 (1 2SN7). Same as L2 

for 2nd through 6th positions of multiplicand. 

L9, L14, L19, L24, and L29 (12SN7). Same as 

L41 and L42 for 2nd through 6th positions 

of multiplicand. 

MI1 (12SN7). Follower for OFF side of M2 trig- 

ger (third stage of tertiary timer) provided 

.to control interpolating tubes in column shift 

control circuit. 

MI. (12SN7). Follower for ON side of M2 trig- 
ger (third stage of tertiary timer) provided 
to control interpolating tubes. 

M2 (12ShT7). Third stage of tertiary timer which 
turns ON when M3 goes OFF, stays ON for the 
4th, 5th, and 6th column shift cycles, and is 
cancelled OFF. 

M3 (1 2SN7). Second stage of tertiary timer which 
triggers when MS goes OFF, therefore being 
ON for the 2nd, 3rd, and 6th column shift 
cycles. 

M41 (1 2SN7). Follower for OFF side of M3 
trigger. 

M4 (12ShT7). Follower for ON side of M3 
trigger. 

M5 (12SN7). First stage of tertiary timer which 
triggers each time secondary timer carries 
over; ON for the Ist, 3rd, and 5th column 
shift cycles. 

M61 (12SN7). Follower for OFF side of M5 
trigger. 

M62 (12SN7). Follower for ON side of M5 
trigger. 
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M7. Test socket for indicator lights for tertiary 

timer. 

M8. Not used; spare 12SN7. 

M91 (1 2SN7). Interpolating tube blocking tube 
M161 in conjunction wi'th M92 and MI62 to 

permit M161 to  conduct only during the 6th 

column shift cycle. 

M92 (1 2SAT7). Interpolating tube which blocks 

MI61 in conjunction with M91 and MI62 to 

permit M161 'to conduct only during the 6th 

column shift cycle. 

MI 01 (1 2SN7). Interpolating tube blocking MI71 

in conjunction with M 102 and M172 to permit 

MI 71 to conduct only during the 5 th column 

shift cycle. 

MI 0, (1 2SN7). In~erpolating tube which blocks 

MI71 in conjunction with MlOl and MI72 to 

permit MI71 to conduct only during the 5th 

column shift cycle. 

M1ll (12ShT7). Works with Mllo and MI82 to 

permit MI81 to conduct only during 4th 

column shift cycles. 

MI 12 (12SN7). Works with MI 11 and MI82 to 

permit MI81 to  conduct only during the 4th 
column shift cycle. 

MI21 (12SN7). Works with M122 and MI92 to 

permit conduction by MI91 only during 3rd 

column shift cycle. 

M1Z2 (12SN7). Works with MI21 and MI92 to 

permit conduction by h1191 only during 3rd 
column shift cycle. 

MI31 (12SN7.). Works with MI32 and M202 to 
permit conduction by M201 only during 2nd 

column shift cycle. 

M1 32 (12SN7). Works with MI31 and M20? to 

permit conduction by h1201 only during 2nd 
column shift cycle. 

MI41 (12SN7). Works with M14:! and M212 to 

permit conduction by M211 only during 1st 
column shift cycle. 

MI42 (12SN7). Works with MI41 and M212 to 
permit conduction by M211 only during 1st 

column shift cycle. 

Ml5. No't used; spare 12SN7. 

MI61 (12SN7). Conducts during 6th column shift 
cycle only, when all interpolating blocking 
tubes are non-conducting. Cuts off power 

tube M23 to provide high potential on 6th 
column shift at anode of M23. 

MI62 (12SN7). Works with M91 and M92 to 

permit M161 to conduct only during 6th 

column shift cycle. 

MI71 ( I  2SN7). Conducts during Fth column shift 

cycle, when all blocking tubes are non-con- 

ducting, to cur off power tube M24. 

MI72 (12SN7). Works with MIOl and MI02 to  

permit M171 to conduct only during 5th 

column shift cycle. 

MI81 (12SN7). Conducts during 4th column shift 
cycle when all blocking tubes are non-con- 

ducting, 'to cut off M2 5.  

MI82 (1 2SN7). Works with MI1 to  permit MI 81 
to conduct during the 4th column shift'cycle. 

MI91 (1 2SN7). Conducts during the 3rd column 
shift cycle when all interpolating blocking 

'tubes are non-conducting to cut off M26. 

MI92 (12SN7). Works with MI2 to permit MI91 
to conduct during the 3rd column shift. 

M201 (12SN7). Conducts during 2nd column 

shift cycle when all interpolating blocking 
tubes are non-conducting to ,CUT off M27. 

M202 (12SN7). Works with M13 to permit M201 

to conduct during the 2nd column shift cycle. 

M211 (1 2SN7). Conducts during 1st column shift 

cycle only when all blocking tubes are non- 

conducting to cut off power tube M28. 

M212 (1 2SN7). Works with MI4 to permit M211 
to conduct only during the 1st column shift 

cycle. 
M22. Not used; spare 12SN7 tube mounted in 

this position. 

M23 (25L6). Power tube con'trolling 6th column 

shift; stops conducting when M161 conducts 

and thus conditions units position multiply 
input switch C3, column shift control swi'tch 

M30, and half-entry control A201 for con- 
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duction during 6th column shift cycle. M23 

also turns A3 1 OFF at end of 6th column shift 

cycle to srop computations. 

M24 (2 iL6) .  Stops conducting when MI71 con- 
ducts during 5th column shift cycle to con- 

dition multiply input switch C6 and column 
shift control switch M3 1. 

M2j  (2 iL6) .  Stops conducting when MI81 con- 

ducts during 4th column shift cycle to con- 

dition multiply input switch C9 and column 

shift conrrol switch M32. 

M26 (2 jL6) .  Stops conducting when MI91 con- 

ducts during 3rd column shift cycle to con- 

dition multiply input switch C12 and column 

shift control switch M3 3. 

M27 (2 jL6) .  Stops conducting when M201 con- 

ducts during 2nd column shift cycle to con- 
dition multiply input switch C I  5 and column 

shift control switch M34. 

1M28 (2jL6).  Stops conducting when M211 con- 

ducts during the 1st column shift cycle to 

condition multiply input switch C18 and col- 

umn shift control switch M3 5. 

M29. Not used; spare 12SN7 mounted in this 

position. 
M30 (6SK7). Switch controlling stream of 10 

pulses to column shift switches for adding 

into product counter on 6th column shift 
cycle; suppressor is conditioned to conduct by 

M23 and grid receives ten B pulses. 
M3 1 through M3 j (6SK7). Same as M30 for 5 th  

through 1st column shift cycles. 
M36. Not used; spare 12SN7 tube mounted in 

this position. 
M37 (2 jL6) .  Power tube supplying ten B pulses 

to column shift switches in 0 chassis during 

the 6th column shift cycle under control of 

switch M30. 
M3 8 throz~gh M42 (2 jL6) .  Same as M37 for 5 th 

through 1st column shift cycles. 
N I  (6SK7). Half-entry input switch for first 

position of products counter; 5 pulses from 

A24 during first primary cycle of last column 

shift cycle are passed to units position of 

product counter provided the units position 
is wired for half-entry. 

N21 (12SN7). Inverter controlling read-out 
pulses from B30 to units position of the prod- 

uct counter for rolling product counter when 

punching; positive pulses from B30 are in- 

verted to negative pulses for operating the 
triggers in the counter. 

hr22, hTj, N8, N l  I ,  N14, arzd N17 (12SN7). 
' 

Same as N21 for 2nd through ITth positions 

of the product counter. 

N3 1 (1 2SN7). Clipper for re-shaping the output 
from column shift switches in 0 chassis ro 1st 
position of product counter. Because of rhe 

internal capacity of the parallel switches in 

the 0 chassis, the waveform leaving the 0 
chassis is far from a square wave and the 

voltage amplitude of different positions varies; 

therefore the output from the 0 chassis must 

be re-shaped before entering the products 
counter. 

N3z (12SN7). Inverter for clipper N31. Re- 
quired because of phase reversal by clipper; 

,the A pulses leaving the column shift switches 
are inverted to B pulses by the clipper, hence 

they must be inverted again to A pulses be- 

fore entering the products counter. 

N4, N7, NIO, N13, and N16 (6SK7). Same as 

N 1  for 2nd through 6th positions of product 

counter. 

N6, N9, N12, N l  j, and  N18. Same as N31 and 

N32 for 2nd through 6th positions of ~ r o d u c t  
counter. 

0 1  through 0 6  (6SK7). Column shift switches 
controlling exit from f i r s  ~osi t ion of multi- 

plicand counter to 1st through 6th positions 
of product counter. Grids of these switches 

are all conditioned by multiplicand output 

trigger and follower L41; suppressors succes- 

sively receive stream of ten B pulses in reverse 

order 0 6 ,  0 5 ,  etc. from proper column shift 

control power tube in M chassis. 
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0 7  (12SN7). Dummy tube for filling out fila- as W1 for positions 2 through 6 of product 

ment string. counter. 

0 8  through 0 1  3 (6SK7). Same as 0 1  through W79 W12, Wl7, W22, and W27 (6SK7) - Same 

0 6  for exit from Znd position of multipli- as W2 for positions 2 through 6 of product 

cand to 2nd through 7th positions of product. 

0 1 4  (1 2SN7) . Same as N3 ; clipper and inverter 
for output to 7th position of products counter. 

0 1  j thrmgh 0 2 0  (6SK7). Same as 0 1  through 
0 6  for exit from 3rd position of multiplicand 
to 3rd through 8th positions of product. 

0 2 1  (1 2SN7). Clipper and inverter for output to 
8th position of product counter. 

0 2 2  thrmgh 0 2 7  (6 SK7). Same as 01 through 
0 6  for exit from 4th position of multiplicand 
to 4th through 9th positions of product. 

0 2 8  (12SN7). Clipper and inverter for output 
to 9th position of product. 

0 2 9  through 0 3 4  (6SK7). Same as 0 1  through 
0 6  for exit from 5th position of multiplicand 
to 5th through 10th positions of product. 

0 3 j  (12SN7). Clipper and inverter for output 
to 10th position of product. 

0 3 6  thrmgh 0 4 1  (6SK7). Same as 0 1  through 
0 6  for exit from 6th position of multiplicand 
to 6th through 11th positions of product. 

0 4 2  (12SN7). Clipper and inverter for output 
to I Ith position of product. 

P, R, S, T, U, V, chassis are the product counter 
chassis. 

W1 (1 2SN7). Carry and read-out trigger which 
turns ON when 1st position of product coun- 
ter carries. Controls read-out from 1st posi- 
Xion of ~ r o d u c t  counter and carry from 1st 
to 2nd position. When carrying, W1 turns 
OFF at 14 of each adding cycle by ~ u l s e  from 
B8; when reading out, turned OFF by B28 at 
punch mid-index point following carry. 

W2 (6SK7). Carry switch controlling carry from 
1st to 2nd position of ~ r o d u c t  counter; W1 
trigger conditions grid and suppressor is raised 
above cutoff from 1 O . j  through 14 by B14 
to permit carry. 

W6, Wl I ,  W16, W21, agzd W26 (1 2SN7). Same 

counter. 
Wl3. Test socket for carry and read-out triggers 

in W chassis. 
All other tubes in W chassis not used; spare 
6SK7 and 25L6 tubes are mounted in these 
positions. 

XI, X6, XI I, X16, X21, and X26 (12SN7). 
Same as W I  for positions 7 through 12 of 
product counter. 

X2, X7, X12, X17, and X22 (6SK7). Same as 
W2 for positions 7 through 11 of product 
counter. 

X3. Test socket for carry and read-out triggers 
in X chassis. 

X27 (6SK7). Dummy tube to fill out filament 
string. 
All other tubes in X chassis not used. 

Yl  . Not used. 
Y2, Y3 (2jL6). Power tubes in parallel used to 

energize punch magnet wired to 1st position 
of product counter under control of Y ~ I .  

Y41 (1 2SN7). Inverter controlling Y2 and Y3 
power tubes; conducts normally and is cut 
off when carry and read-out trigger for un i~s  
position of product counter goes ON. When 
Y41 stops conducting, the positive pulse at its 
anode is transmitted .to the grids of Y2 and 
Y3 to allow conduction and thus energize the 
punch magnet. 

Y42 (1 2SN7). Same as Y41 for 2nd position of 
product counter. 

Yj ,  Y6, Y8, Y9, Y l l ,  Y12, Y14, Y l j ,  Y17, and 
Y18 (25L6). Same as Y2 and Y3 for 2nd 
through 6th positions of product counter. 

Y7, Y16. Not used. 
YIO, YI 3 (12SN7). Same as Y41 for 3rd through 

6th positions of product counter. 
Z chassis is arranged just like the Y chassis and 

serves exactly the same purpose for ~ r o d u c t  
counter positions 7 through 12. 



6 0 3  ELECTRONIC TIMING CHART 
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A PULSES 
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LEGEND 
by cancel -.- 

TR-Trigger Indicates tube is conducting (ON side in case of trigger) 
SW-Switch 
F -Follower Indicates pulses produced but not used 
P - Power Tube 
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